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Smithsonian Institution Archives, Accession 94-084, Swinney, Holman J, Holman J. Swinney Papers

Historical Note

Holman J. Swinney (b. New York City, 1919) began his career in museums at the Pratt Institute and Old Sturbridge Village. He was Director of the Idaho Historical Society from 1956 to 1965; Director of the Adirondack Museum in New York from 1965 through 1971; and Director of the Margaret Woodbury Strong Museum in New York from 1972 until his retirement in 1982, when he became Director Emeritus.

Swinney was associated with the American Association for State and Local History (AASLH) from 1956 to 1975, and served on its Council, as General Editor, and on its Executive and National Awards Committees. He became involved with the American Association of Museums (AAM) in 1964, served on its Council from 1971 to 1974, and was on several of its committees, notably those concerned with accreditation and ethics. He served on the Council of the New York State Association of Museums from 1967 to 1976, was Vice President from 1974 to 1976, and was involved with some of its committees. Other professional organizations Swinney was involved with are the Pacific Northwest Museums League, the Western Museums League, the Northeast Museums Conference, and the Museums Data Bank Committee.

Swinney was also an active museum consultant from the 1950s through the 1980s, and delivered a number of speeches and lectures before professional audiences. In addition, he authored many articles for museum publications. In 1979 Swinney developed a museum training program at the University of Oklahoma, and taught classes there. The students submitted papers, to which Swinney responded with written criticisms.

Descriptive Entry

These papers document many aspects of Swinney's life and career. They contain income tax returns dating from 1943; report cards from primary school; documentation of his WWII military service;
and records of his home ownership. In addition, the papers include correspondence from Swinney's directorships of the Adirondack Museum and the Strong Museum. The records also contain materials concerning Swinney's involvement in various professional associations, primarily his committee work in the AASLH and the AAM. In particular, the papers document the development of the AAM's museum accreditation system and museum ethics issues. The papers also contain many case files from Swinney's consulting work, along with lectures, speeches, articles, and reports authored by him. Finally, the papers include files on Swinney's students at the University of Oklahoma.

Names and Subject Terms

This collection is indexed in the online catalog of the Smithsonian Institution under the following terms:

Subjects:
Museums -- Administration.

Types of Materials:
Architectural drawings
Black-and-white photographs
Brochures
Clippings
Drawings
Manuscripts

Names:
Adirondack Museum
American Association for State and Local History
American Association of Museums
Margaret Woodbury Strong Museum
New York State Association of Museums
Northeast Museums Conference
Pacific Northwest Museums League
Smithsonian Institution, Museum Data Bank Committee
University of Oklahoma
Western Museums League
Container Listing

Box 1

- Income Taxes, 1983-1986
- Income Taxes, 1982
- Internal Revenue Service (IRS) Correspondence, September 1981
- Income Taxes, 1978
- Income Taxes, 1977
- Income Taxes, 1976
- Income Taxes, 1975
- Income Taxes, 1974
- Income Taxes, 1973
- Income Taxes, 1972
- Income Taxes, 1971
- Income Taxes, 1961-1967
- Income Taxes, 1943-1960
- Miscellaneous Sturbridge
- E. Brimfield House
- Miscellaneous Idaho
- Miscellaneous Letterheads
- Miscellaneous Personal
- Idaho Pension - Vesting
- TIAA-CREF
- New York State Historical Association (NYSHA) Correspondence
- Speeches (2 folders)
- Speeches, 1966-1967
- Personal File, A-Z
Applicants - Director
Susan Swinney

Fan Mail


Book Reviews

Colgate University Material

Consulting Jobs - Guns (Goins, Craddock R.)

Consulting Jobs - Guns (College of Idaho)

Employment Possibilities - American Association for States and Local History (AASLH) Position

Consulting Jobs - University of Idaho

Employment Possibilities - Buffalo Historical Society

Employment Possibilities - Heard Museum, Arizona

Employment Possibilities - Long Island Historical Society

Employment Possibilities - Milwaukee Public Museum

Employment Possibilities - Minneapolis Institute

Employment Possibilities - Missouri Historical Society

Employment Possibilities - New Jersey State Museum

Employment Possibilities - Cooperstown, New York

Employment Possibilities - Shaker Community

Employment Possibilities - New York State Historian

Employment Possibilities - Rochester Museum, New York

Employment Possibilities - West Texas Museum

Scandinavian Seminar Tour

House and Property Business

Miscellaneous Clippings and Pictures

Special Awards and Citations

Miscellaneous Personal Home Affairs and Bills

Box 2
Old Personal Correspondence, pre-1956
Personal Correspondence, May-December 1966
Personal Correspondence, 1967
Personal Correspondence, 1967-1968
Personal Correspondence, 1969
Personal Correspondence, 1970
Personal Correspondence, 1971
Personal Correspondence, 1972-1974
Personal Correspondence, 1979-1981
Personal Correspondence, 1981-1982
Personal Correspondence, 1982
Gun Lectures, Rochester Museum, October 1972
BML Preliminaries (2 folders)
Rochester Preliminaries
House in Rochester
Retirement
Resumes
Pictures and Biography
Personal Contribution to TIAA
Alderson, W. T.
Basques
Corning Salvage Report
Resume
Museum Miscellany
Manuscripts
Tax Regulations for Donation
Publicity Information to Send Out - Miscellaneous
Professional Correspondence - Adirondack Museum
Professional Correspondence - Amber, John (Gun Digest)
Professional Correspondence - American Indian Museum
Professional Correspondence - Arts Council of Rochester
Professional Correspondence - Association of Army Museums
Professional Correspondence - Balch, Elise
Professional Correspondence - Bateaux
Professional Correspondence - Beachner Gun Appraisal, 1974
Professional Correspondence - Board-Director Relationship
Professional Correspondence - Boynton-Clark House
Professional Correspondence - Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society
Professional Correspondence - Cairo
Professional Correspondence - Chenhall/Computer
Professional Correspondence - Cadbury, Warder
Professional Correspondence - Colonial Williamsburg
Professional Correspondence - Condolences
Professional Correspondence - Connecticut Historical Commission
Professional Correspondence - Cooperstown, Miscellaneous
Professional Correspondence - Cortland County Historical Society
Professional Correspondence - Degen, Paula A.
Professional Correspondence - Director-Trustee Relationships
Professional Correspondence - Durant, Kenneth
Professional Correspondence - Embler, William
Professional Correspondence - Fleming, E. McClung (Winterthur)
Professional Correspondence - Fort Ontario

Box 3

Gardner, John
Geauga County Historical Society
Gorr, Lou
Grannis, Bill, 1980
Guthe, Dr. Carl E.
Herkimer County Historical Society
Hiles, Paula
Hochschild, Walter
Idaho Historical Society
Institute of Museum Services
Jefferson County Historical Society
Job Descriptions
Jones, Miss Cornelia F.
Jones, Louis C. (Includes miscellaneous NYSHA correspondence)
Ketchum, William C.
Labeling - Borun, Minda
Lee, Hector
Lewis, Ralph
McDonald, Bob (Iowa)
MacPherson, Malcolm
Management by Objectives
"Managing the Third Sector"
Maps, United States Geological Survey (USGS)
Mesrobian, Arpena
The Margaret Woodbury Strong Museum (MWSM)
Meyer-Heiselberg, Richard
Miller, Nyle
Mulligan, Robert
Museum Computer Network
Museum Village in Orange County
National Endowment for the Humanities
New York Historical Society
Oklahoma Museums Association
Oklahoma State University
Perrot, Paul
PERT Charts
Peterson, Harold (Department of the Interior), 1967
Potter, J. Craig
Railroad Ranch
Rasmussen, Holger, 1966-1967
"Reading the Landscape" Seminar, Cooperstown, 1952
Recommendations
Regional Conference of Historical Agencies (RCHA)
Russo, David - Families and Communities Address at Cazenovia, 1975
Salt Lake City Architecture
Shelburne Museum
Shiner-Shafer (Adirondack Museum Study)
Short, James (Colonial Williamsburg), 1966-1967
Smithsonian Seminars in Management
Snoddy, O.
Speech Dates
Speech Reactions
Spinney, Frank
Starr, Kenneth (Milwaukee Public Museum)
Thomas, W. Stephen (Jackson)
Thompson, George
Thurheimer, David
Trustee-Director Model Statement
Ullberg, Alan
University of Oklahoma
Victorian Garden, 1979
Wall, Alex J.
George Washington University
Walker, Don E.
Wells, Merle
Whitford, Robert, 1967
Williams, S.
Williamsburg Seminars
Yadon, Vernal
Formula Support for Museums (Conklin Communication)
Big Trees of New York State
"Adirondack Museum on Pictures"
New York State Council on the Arts
North Country Reference Research and Resources Council
Salary Schedules (Elsewhere)
Adirondack Lakes Center for the Arts
Southern Adirondack Library System (SALS)
SALS By-Laws (Rough Draft)
National Museum Data Bank Coordinating Committee, Spring 1973
Museum Data Bank Committee
Northeast Museums Conference (NEMC) - Nominating Committee, 1971
NEMC - Constitution
NEMC, Harrisburg, 1972
NEMC - Constitutional Revision Committee, 1972
Constitution and Letter Proposed by Three Regions, 1975
NEMC - Constitution Revisions, 1975-1976
NEMC - Coffey Award, 1982
NEMC - Alternative Proposal for Reorganization of the American Association of Museums (AAM)

Box 4

NEMC - Corcoran Meeting, 1975
NEMC, 1977
NEMC, 1978
NEMC - Constitution
NEMC, Toronto - General
Minutes and Agendas
NEMC
NEMC, 1979
New York State Association of Museums (NYSAM)
NYSAM Janus Report
NYSAM Accrediting Committee
NYSAM Ad Hoc Committee on Title III Projects, 1966-1967
NYSAM Nominations, 1970
NYSAM, 1971
NYSAM Nominations, 1972
NYSAM, 1972
NYSAM Salary Study (2 folders)
NYSAM Membership Committee, 1973
NYSAM - Genesee Country Museum
NYSAM Council Meeting, 12/6/1973
NYSAM, 1974
NYSAM - Conklin Proposal, 1975
Formula Funding - NYSAM Council Meeting, 2/5/1973
NYSAM Annual Meeting, May 3, 1979
NYSAM
NYSAM Council Meeting, Albany, 1/29/1980
Museum Data Bank Committee
Arts for Greater Rochester
Building Needs Future, The Margaret Woodbury Strong Museum
Miscellaneous Post-Retirement Correspondence (2 folders)
Miscellaneous Correspondence, 1968-1983

H. J. Swinney Curriculum Vitae

Miscellaneous Speeches and Correspondence

Second Annual Idaho Historical Conference, April 1965

Reports, 1980, 1991

A Museum Trustees Handbook, by Helmuth Naumer - Edited

Downtown Rochester Planning Reports, 1976, 1979

Renovation Survey for the Security, Collection Storage, and Climate Control Systems for the Congress Street Warf, June 1976

Presentation to Implementation Committee of the Downtown Development Corporation, 1978

Notes

Box 5

MWSM By-Laws, Drafts, Fall 1978

Museum Studies Journal (John F. Kennedy University)

Chenhall Job Descriptions

Stewart Correspondence

Harter Accounting

Ethics Statements, Metropolitan Museum

Sohl Firing Correspondence

Cubbon - British Accreditation

Michael Kan Case

Museological Ornithology

Highlights of Administration, M. W. Strong Estate

Education Committee

Upstate Museum Workshop - Miscellaneous Notes, May 19, 1980

"Copyright in Collections," by Nicholas D. Ward, 1979

Wilson College Case - Zerner vs. Alexander

Lawless

Salary Ranges
MWSM Purpose Statement

Doherty Report

Correspondence - Swinney/Frankforter/Chamberlain/McGrath, 1975

Role of the Trustee

Adirondack Museum Exhibit Plan/Scenario

Rock County Historical Society

"Dead Wood Basin" Editorial

Gun Identification Bibliographies

Albany Institute Trustees

Seminar in Museum Management, 1976-1980


"Management," Association of Army Museums, Oklahoma City, October 13, 1981

"Collections, Curiosities and Common Sense," Oswego Historical Society, October 20, 1981

"Firearms in American History," Rochester Institute of Technology, October 10, 1981

"Dialogues," Cortland County, June 13, 1981


"Skilled Hands: New York State Gunsmiths," Hartwick College, April 24, 1981

Review of Loon Lake, Rochester, March 24, 1981


"Trustee Stewardship of Collections," Upstate Museum Workshop, May 19, 1980


"Reflections on Accreditation," Banquet Address, Ontario Museum Association, November 2, 1979
"Museum Registration," University of Delaware, April 26, 1979

"A Statement on Craftsmanship in Firearms," 1979

"Naumer on Trustees," Edited for AAM, 2/10/1977

Naumer Manuscript Editing, AAM, 1977

"Muskets, Military Drill, and Mass Production," Humdrum, November 27, 1978

Michigan Gun Collectors, 10/28/1978


"The Museum Person in America: A Study in Emerging Professionalism," Keynote Address, Association of Army Museums, 10/24/1977

"Trustee Conflict of Interest," AAM Meeting, Seattle, May 1977

Keynote Address, Oklahoma Museum Association, 4/1/1977


Policies and Practices Pertaining to Historical Artifacts, AASLH, Albany, 9/21/1976

"Assets in the Attic: The Unrecognized Estate," 5/19/1976


"History Museum Cataloging," Museum Data Bank Committee Paper, November 13, 1975


"Victorian," 1975

"Images of Santa," 12/10/1975


Utah State Historical Society - Annual Address, September 7, 1974

"Craftsmen and Change in the 19th Century," Cooperstown Seminars, July 1, 1974

"Standards for Accreditors," (Old Form), AAM, Fort Worth, June 4, 1974

"Computers in History Museums," Stony Brook, 6/30/1973

"Interpretation through Labels," Harpers Ferry, 1972

"Exhibition and Interpretation," Williamsburg Seminar, 1974-1975

Midwest Museums Conference - Keynote Address, September 27, 1972

"Planning for New Historical Societies," AASLH, Providence, Rhode Island, September 22, 1972

"Strong Museum," Chatterboy Club, 1972


Address for the First Annual California State Historical Awards Banquet, 2/5/1971

Exhibit Planning and Interpretation, AASLH Seminar, Topeka, Kansas, 11/10/1970


"Reading the Landscape," New York State Historical Association Seminar for Social Studies Teachers, August 1969, and Ontario County Historical Society, November 1965


Rotary Club Speech on Adirondacks, Canton, New York, 1968

Underwater Archaeology, Albany, 11/8/1967

Scholarship in the Mountains, Rome, 11/8/1967

"Understanding Ourselves and Others," Valcour Conference Center, 1967

"History is a Local Thing," Glen Falls Historical Society, May 15, 1967

Address to the Women's Honor Society, New York Agricultural and Technical College, Canton, New York, April 1967

"The History Museum in America," Williamsburg Seminar, June 22, 1966

Idaho Genealogical Society Annual Address, May 8, 1965

"The Artifact as a Historical Source," Idaho Historical Conference, 4/10/1965

"Firearms and American History," Boise, 1/12/1965

Annual Address to Idaho Conference on Social Work, 1963/1964?
Western Museum League Keynote Address, San Francisco, October 11, 1963

"A Stem of Grapes" and Variants, Nebraska Museum Conference, September 27, 1963

"Poorhouses, Programs, and Progress," Annual Address to the Idaho Library Association, 5/13/1963

"Historical Museums in Retrospect and Prospect," Keynote Speech, Western Museums League, Palm Springs, California, October 6, 1962

Address to the Idaho Classroom Teachers Association, 3/29/1962

Address to Newly Naturalized Citizens, 1/8/1962

"Stolen Stories of Stormy Days"

"Future Farmers," Idaho Grassman of the Year

"A Stem of Grapes," First Version, Conference of Southern Oregon and Northern California Historical Societies, Jacksonville, Oregon, September 1961

Oklahoma Course

Box 6

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Allie, Stephen

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Anderson, Doris

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Atkins, Diane

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Austin, Bill

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Bailey, Billie K.

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Berg, Mona

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Berman, Maxine

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Boone, Victoria

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Candelaria, Gary
University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Carlton, Rosemary

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Cash, Derek

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Christensen, Valerie

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Devine, Alison

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Donley, Susan

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Dundon, Margo

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Easter, Kim Gaylord

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Fian, Karin

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Fisher, Beverly

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Furlong, Judith

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Gavin, Lisa

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Gordon, Cathleen

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Harrington, Gary

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Heltunen, Vicki

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Hiles, Norma Derry

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Hixon, Nancy S.

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Hubert, Ted

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Hoyle, Sam P.
University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Rothermel, Barbara

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Schramm, Diana

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Scully, Cammie

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Shaw, Julie Philips

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Stern, Ellen

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Triggs, Kathleen

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Twomey, Dannehl

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Vandiver, Roger

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Vickers, Denise

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Vusovich, Sharon

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Weeks, Douglas

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Wilson, Barbara (Administration)

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Evaluations

University of Oklahoma Student Papers with Swinney Responses, Critiques, and Correspondence, 1981-1989 - Boilerplate

Box 7

AASLH General, 1966-1981

AASLH Ethics, 1978-1979

AASLH Panel at Annual Meeting, St. Paul, 1969

AASLH Awards Committee, 1980

AASLH Editorship, 1968-1973 (2 folders)

AASLH Editorship: Special Projects - Bicentennial Project, 1971-1972
AASLH Editorship: Special Projects - Burcaw Project, 1972
AASLH Editorship: Special Projects - Celilla Project, 1974-1977
AASLH Editorship: Special Projects - Hall, Patty, 1977-1978
AASLH Editorship: Special Projects - Infotronics, 1971
AASLH Editorship: Special Projects - Paul Ivory's Manuscript, 1974
AASLH Editorship: Special Projects - Minkus, 1972
AASLH Editorship: Special Projects - Miscellaneous
AASLH Editorship: Special Projects - "Museum Labeling" Papers, 1971
AASLH Editorship: Special Projects - Pisney Project, 1972-1973
AASLH Editorship: Special Projects - Reibel Project, 1977
AASLH Editorship: Special Projects - Russo Project, 1972
AASLH Editorship: Special Projects - Schroeder, "Shoestring History," 1975
AASLH Editorship: Special Projects - Watson, "Dolls House" Manuscript, 1978
AASLH Editorship: Special Projects - Correspondence Course Project, 1976
AASLH Editorship: Special Projects - Swinney/Neal Project, 1976
AASLH Seminars - St. Paul, 1967
AASLH Seminars - Madison, Wisconsin, 1968
AASLH Seminars - Albany, 1969
AASLH Seminars - Salt Lake City, 1969
AASLH Seminars - Harrisburg, 1970
AASLH Seminars - Topeka, 1970
AASLH Seminars - Sturbridge, 1971
AASLH Seminars - Denver, 1972
AASLH Seminars - Harpers Ferry, 1972
Swinney Manuscripts - "The Artifact as a Historical Source," 1965
Swinney Manuscripts - Architectural History Reading and Date Lists
Miscellaneous Seminars and Consulting - Montgomery County Historical Society, 1971
Miscellaneous Seminars and Consulting - South Street Maritime Museum, 1968
Miscellaneous Seminars and Consulting - Jefferson County, Watertown (II), 1968
Miscellaneous Seminars and Consulting - Watertown (III), 1968-1969
Miscellaneous Seminars and Consulting - Spencerport, 1968
Miscellaneous Seminars and Consulting - Northern New York (NNY) Agricultural Historical Society, 1969
Miscellaneous Seminars and Consulting - Hepburn Memorial Library, 1966
Miscellaneous Seminars and Consulting - Richard Lawrence re: Museum Organization, 1967
Miscellaneous Seminars and Consulting - "Young Turks," Eleutherian Mills Conference, 1968
Miscellaneous Seminars and Consulting - Computer Workshop, Stony Brook, 1973
Miscellaneous Seminars and Consulting - Hagley, 1969
Miscellaneous Seminars and Consulting - Madison County Historical Society, 1969
Miscellaneous Seminars and Consulting - New York State Historic Sites, 1968
Miscellaneous Seminars and Consulting - NYSHA Summer Social Studies Seminar, 1969
Miscellaneous Seminars and Consulting - Seminar for Historical Administrators, 1967

Miscellaneous Seminars and Consulting - Williamsburg Seminars, 1968

Miscellaneous Seminars and Consulting - Williamsburg, 1972

Miscellaneous Seminars and Consulting - Williamsburg, 1973

Miscellaneous Seminars and Consulting - Springfield Seminar, 1971

Miscellaneous Seminars and Consulting - Lodi, California, 1972

Miscellaneous Seminars and Consulting - McLuhan Seminar, Museum of the City of New York, 1967

Miscellaneous Seminars and Consulting - Oklahoma State University Graduate Program: Lecture on Museum Accreditation, 1970

Miscellaneous Seminars and Consulting - National Museum Association Revision Committee Computer Project, 1972

Miscellaneous Seminars and Consulting - New York State Curator's Exam - Civil Service, AASLH, 1968

"Museum Work as a Profession," 1981

Consulting Case Files, 1968-1985 (2 folders)

Box 8

Consulting Case Files, 1968-1985 (5 folders)

Connecticut Historical Commission, 1973

State Museum of Connecticut History - Feasibility Study for the Connecticut Historical Commission

New York State Historic Trust, 1968

Winterthur Planning Report, 1980

Smithsonian Report, 1980

Report to the Helen Clay Frick Foundation, 1983


Consulting Case Files, 1961-1986 (5 folders)

Box 9

Consulting Case Files, 1961-1986 (3 folders)

Utah State University Museum Report, 1961
Various Statements, 1969-1983
Case Files, 1979-1981 (3 folders)
DeWitt Historical Society, 1982-1984
Case, New Mexico, 1982
Review of "Colleges and University Museums," July 1984
Museum Reports and Publications
Consulting Case Files, 1978-1983: Elmira
Consulting Case Files: 45th Infantry
Consulting Case Files: Salem
Consulting Case Files: Textile
Consulting Case Files: Winterthur
Consulting Case Files: Sonnenberg Gardens (2 folders)
Workshops for Accreditors, 1975-1976, 1979
Slides for AAM Workshop - "Standards for Accreditors"
Accreditation Visiting Committee Workshop Transcript, June 1976 (2 folders)

Box 10
AAM Accreditation Questionnaire, 1979
Undersea Warfare Museum, 1984
Museum Studies and Reports, 1965-1980 (5 folders)
"The Condition and Needs of America's Museums," October 1968
Belmont Report, August 1968
Trustee/Director Relationship Conference, November 16, 1972
"Legal Aspects of Museum Operations," volumes I-II, American Law Institute-American Bar Association (ALI-ABA) course, March 1977 (2 folders)
"Officers' Powers and Duties in Nonprofit Organizations," ALI-ABA course
AAM, 1955-1956
AAM, 1968-1969
AAM Denver Meeting, June 1971
AAM Council, 1971-1972 (2 folders)
AAM Council Meeting, 1/19/1972
AAM Council Meeting, Mexico City, 1972
AAM Council, June 1972
AAM Council, St. Louis, January 1973
AAM Council, 1973
AAM Council and Executive Committee, 6/3/1973
AAM Executive Committee, 9/22/1973
AAM, 1974 and older
AAM Council, Indianapolis, January 1974
AAM Council and Executive Committee - Special Meetings, March 1974
AAM Council, June 1974
AAM Meeting, June 1974
AAM "Aspen II" Conference
AAM, 1975-1976
AAM Constitution Revision Draft, September 3, 1975
AAM McGrath/Chamberlain Correspondence re: Resignation
AAM Meeting, Los Angeles, 6/22-27/1975
AAM Computer Cataloging Meeting, Los Angeles, 1975
AAM Meeting, 1976
AAM Council, New Orleans, January 1977

Box 11
AAM Council Meeting Minutes, January 1977
AAM Council, Seattle, 1977
AAM, 1977-1980
AAM Council, 1977-1978
AAM Winter Council Meeting, 1/21/1978
AAM Council, 1978
AAM Meeting, Cleveland, 1979
AAM Meeting, Boston, June 1980
AAM, 1981-1982 (2 folders)
Ethics Committee, 1977
AAM Accreditation Committee - Accreditation Controversy, 1973-1977
AAM Accreditation Committee - General, 1970-1971, 1982
AAM Accreditation Committee - Accreditation Changes, 1973-1974
AAM Accreditation Committee - Prospectus - Early Drafts
AAM Accreditation Committee - Agendas, Definitions, etc., 1969
AAM Accreditation Committee - Accreditation, 1968-1970
AAM Accreditation Committee - Background Data and Materials, 1968
AAM Accreditation Committee - Internal Correspondence, 1968-1969
Accreditation Visiting Committee and Correspondence, 1977-1978
AAM Accreditation, 1973, 1977
Regional Meeting Programs (Accreditation Workshops), 1979
Accreditation for Museum News, 1976
AAM Accreditation Workshops - Perrot-Cave Correspondence, 1975
Accreditation Workshop, 1975-1981
Accreditation Workshops, AAM Expense Mixup, H. J. Swinney, 1979
Accreditation Workshops, AASLH Meeting, September 1979
AAM Administrative Committee on Museum and Exhibit Evaluation, 1980-1982
AAM Awards Committee, 1971
AAM Belmont Meeting, 1967-1969
Belmont Committee Questionnaire, 1963-1973
AAM Belmont Committee, Museum Needs Study, 1968
AAM Cilella Manuscript, 1977
AAM Credentials Committee, 1979
AAM Credentials Committee, 1980-1981
AAM Credentials Committee (Other Applicant Museums), Pending, 1978-1980
AAM Credentials Committee, 1979-1982
AAM Curriculum Committee, 1971-1972
AAM Curriculum Committee, October 1972
AAM Curriculum Committee, October 1972, Minutes

Box 12

AAM Curriculum Committee, March 1973
AAM Curriculum Committee, Revised Manuscript, April 1973
AAM Curriculum Committee, 1971-1972
AAM Ethics Committee, 1977
AAM Ethics Committee, 1972-1975
AAM Ethics Committee, Correspondence, 1976-1977
AAM Ethics Committee, Ullberg Questionnaire, 1976
AAM Ethics Committee Meeting, February 1977
AAM Ethics Committee, Various Previous Codes
AAM Ethics Committee, Subcommittee on Trustee-Director Ethics, 1976-1980
AAM-ICOM, 1974
Museum Service Act, 1977
AAM Museum Service Institute/Seybolt, 1977
AAM Naumer Editing, 1977
AAM Professional Relations Committee, Ft. Wayne, 1974-1975
AAM Professional Relations Committee, Ft. Wayne Matter, 1974-1975
AAM Professional Relations Committee, Dunn Case, 1976
AAM Professional Relations Committee, 1980
AAM Special Resolutions Committee, 1973
Greenville Museum Controversy, 1980-1981 (7 folders)
Miscellaneous